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Packet turn-in
Today and tomorrow are the
last days to turn in registration
packets without paying a $5 late
fee. Turn-in will last from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Serving the San Jose State College Community Since 1934

Buck leaves student
lobbying organization

Spreading the Jesus word
Marcus (left) and Shalamith,
two children of God, rap about accepting Jesus with an SJS stu-

dent. The Children ol God is a national movement to revive interest in "living for God."

’Children of God’

Religion recruiters
By MIKE ZAMPA
Daily Staff Writer
A religion that isn’t a religion swept
into San Jose last week on a garish red
school bus. Aboard were ten young
people who claim they’ve dropped out of
society for God.
The ten disciples call themselves
Children of God and they come to town
recruiting SJS students for their cause.
Children of God,an organization of 2500
scattered in communal colonies across
the nation, is a major element of a trend
news magazines have labeled the"Jesus
Revolution."
The organization has been the subject
of television shows including NBC’s
"First Tuesday."
It doesn’t claim to be a religion:
instead it offers its philosophy as a way
of life. Members of the "family" have
no homes or jobs outside their colony.
They come from varied backgrounds,
but the majority are former street
people. "A lot of them were freaked-out,
half-dead hippies before they came
here," says Ozom, one of the ten
witnesses working in San Jose.
After joining the colony members are
restricted to a life of worship, studying
the Bible, and "living for God."
"We have to forsake our ambitions
and do God’s plan," explained Joah. bus
mechanic for the San Jose contingent.
In a parking lot on Third St., one block
south of the SJS campus, the aged red
bus sits every noon while these young
people witness for God.
Their method is quiet and cheerful. As

a student strolls by, one member of the
lriendly
up a
family strikes
conversation, then asks if the student
has ever invited God into his heart.
Students are invited into the bus where
they sit on the tattered rug floor listen to
songs about Jesus and discuss the Bible
with family members who know its
passages from cover to frayed cover.
Apparently SJS is a fruitful location
for making converts. "A person in
school is still looking," explained Joah.
"We’ve got what they’re looking for. If
we need wissom, God will give it to us."
The ranks of the Children of God are
resplendant with people who turn down
luxury for the simplicity of the colonies,
claims Ozom.
One rock guitarist, forfeited a $1.000 a
week career to find God, claimed Ozom.
"We shaved his hair off and didn’t let
him touch a guitar for six weeks, to see if
he was really serious about God."
Ozom said he left a car, stereo
equipment and plenty of money for this
new life, but expresses few qualms
about the decision. "Sometimes the
flesh desires the old ways," he admits
"but my soul thirsts for more of Jesus.
More more, more."
Ozom summed up the work of his
fellows, calling them cloak removers.
"We remove the cloak of hypocrisy that
blinds this society."
"We try to turn people away from
materialism, cause when you go, you
don’t take nothing with you but your
soul:’

Students may postpone
draft by joining ROTC
Students may still postpone military
induction, despite the Senate’s passage
of a two-year Selective Service extension that ends draft deferments.
Freshmen who will face the lottery
next year may postpone induction by
joining either Army or Air Force
Reserve Officers Training Corps.
(ROTC).
"This (the draft law) makes ROTC a
logical choice for the freshman who’s ininterested in getting his baccalaureate
degree." Maj. John M. Paris !IL assistant professor of military science said.
At present, there are about 125
students enrolled in the Army’s ROTC
program at SJS. Seventy-two are fresh-

man. The Air Force has a two-year
program that is open only to juniors.
A student can be in ROTC for two
years without being under any obligation or contract.
"After one successful grading period
he can apply for a I-D deferment which
will stay with him until he graduates or
gets out of the program," Paris explained.
After a student completes ROTC’s
four-year program, he receives his
commission and goes on active duty for
two years.
The program consists of a two-unit
class, lab and lecture, each semester.
ROTC enrollment is open until Oct. 8.

BY PENNY SPAR
Dail) Political Writer
Charging ineffectiveness and instability against the California State College
Students President’s Association
(CSCSPA), A.S. Pres. Mike Buck pulled
out of the student lobbying organization.
"I believe personal contact with
legislative representatives will be more
effective in the future," Buck said. For
example Buck plans to have members of
the Board of Trustees on campus during
November.
"At that time we can show the trustees
our campus and explain to them our own
needs and programs and at various times
we can contact the trustees as problems
arise," Buck explained.
to
John
However, according
McLemore, legislative analyst under
former A.S. President Bill Langan, the
communication CSCSPA has with the
trustees and the state legislature has
more influence than "personal contact."
"CSCSPA has two lobbyists, at a salary
of $400 a month, in the legislature who
are in constant contact with representatives. They work for the passage of bills
concerning education, particularly within the state colleges," McLemore said.
"It’s true that in past years the group
has spent several months structuring a
program to follow but last spring the
group achieved a close working
relationship and it has carried over to
this year.
"Last year you could see the influence
CSCSPA had with the trustees on several
issues, and we have official recognition
from the board he said. "A group effort
from the big campuses will carry more
influence with the trustees and legislatures, than any individual effort from
SJS," McLemore continued.
Official recognition from the trustees
is one of the points Buck brought up in explaining his decision to dump CSCSPA,
’They (CSCSPA) are a yes group they
just react to the trustees decisions and
do not initiate any of their own.
"You can’t do an effective job if you
exist at the whim of the trustees. lithe
group went toward a ’wrong’ direction,
the trustees could revoke recognition,"
Buck stated.
Buck claimed that the Southern California state colleges have more influence
with the trustees because of their location (the trustees meet in Los Angeles).
However, according to Jeff Potts, student ombudsman, SJS has supplied the
leadership to the group for the past two
or three years.
Mike Hackart, student president
at Sacramento State College, also agreed with Buck’s reasons’ "but they
weren’t reason enough."
"It’s better to keep the force of student
body presidents together in order to
guard the trustees," Hackart said.
"When Buck pulled out it created a
vacuum of leadership which leaves us
with less influence" he stated.
Hackart explained that the lobbyists
who are considered illegal according to
a state law which prohibits college
involvement with political activities, are

overlooked by the chancellor’s office
because Chancellor Glenn Dumke also
has a lobbyist on the payroll.
However, as part of the program this
year. CSCSPA will author and sponsor a
bill which which will allow for a student

lobbyist in the legislature.
"When Buck pulled out of CSCSPA, he
lost the ear of the trustees and various
state representatives," said Hackart.
"He also weakened the potential of
CSCSPA Hackart stated.

Kurzweil discusses
his Cuban summer
BY BRIAN HAMLIN
Daily Political Writer
Before the revolution. Havana was the
Western
whorehouse
of
the
Hemisphere." asserted Jack Kurzweil,
SJS engineering professor when he
spoke before a large gathering of the
college community at the New Wineskin
last Friday night.
Kurzweil, who spent his summer
teaching electrical engineering at the
Cuban Academy of Sciences in Havana,
said Castro’s revolution had done away
an economy based on tourism,
gambling, and prostitution.
"You’d really have to go out of your
way and make an effort to starve in
today’s Cuba" he noted, explaining that
virtually everyone in Cuba carries the
same ration card for food and clothing,
regardless of their income, profession or
station in life.
Each ration card, he said. entitles the
bearer to a monthly allotment of 15 eggs,
six pounds of rice, eight pounds of bread.
16 pounds of fish, and four pounds of
meat, as well as several pounds of
assorted fruits, nuts, and vegetables.
Clothing is also covered by a ration card.
Cost of ration cards are minimal, and
average about 25 pesos monthly.
Although the peso is an unconvertible
denomination on the international
money market, Kurzweil said the cost of
the ration cards represents about onesixth of the minimum take-home pay on
the island nation.
The greatest problem with the ration
economy at this time, Kurzweil said was
a lack of specialized commodities, such
as clothing or utensils.
Due to the
scarcity of such items, some Cubans
spend hours in long lines waiting to buy
specific articles whenever it comes into
supply.
Rent, utilities, and telephones in Cuba
are all free to the public, as is education
andmedical care, Kurzweil noted. All
students who quality for a college education are sent to the university on a statefunded scholarship program, he explained.
Due to the unique economy of the
nation, Kurzweil said, "It’s very difficult to spend any money." The
minimum Cuban income is approximate-

ly 150 pesos per month, and may run as
high as 800 pesos for specially trained
professional people.
"Because of the ration situation, Cuba
has people with thousands of pesos
sitting around in their desk drawers."
How does Cuba deal with this rather
unique inflation?
to
Kurzweil,
the
According
restaurants which once drew tourists
from every corner of the globe are still
kept in "grand style" and most Cubans
use their excess pesos in lavish dining.
Unfortunately, he noted, there aren’t
quite enough restaurants to go around,
so reservations may have to to be made
several days ahead of time for a dinner
party.
Kurzweil himself, left with 600 pesos at
the end of his stay, took advantage of
this custom.
"I took ten friends to a restaurant and
dropped 300 pesos before I left for
home," he related.
Streets in Cuba are incredibly safe,
Kurzweil stated, and a solitary woman
seldom has any fear walking down a city
street after dark.
Part of this street safety, he noted,
was because of the present Cuban police
force. Although this force is efficient it
is also strictly controlled by the government.
"Police are forbidden to lay a hand on
any suspect, and though all police carry
guns, they are not allowed to fire them
unless first fired upon," Kurzweil
stressed.
Although the pre-revolution Cuba was
a land which had a definite problem with
is
racism, Kurzweil said . there
little or no racial problem today.
"Older people in Cuba still have a mild
sense of past social-racial barriers, but
younger people simply don’t understand
racism." Kurzweil said.
"Any form of racial discrimination in
Cuba is strictly labelled ’counter-revolutionary’ among the Cuban people."
Kurzweil. a SJS assistant professor of
electrical engineering, spent over two
months as a working member of the
Cuban Academy of Sciences.
He returned to SJS this semester after
a lengthy court battle for reinstatement
in the engineering department following a civil rights suit.

More work-study funds available

Students sought to fill job openings
By SHARON ROGERS
Daily Investigative Writer
Most SJS students hold a parttime job of some kind. Often the student cannot afford the expenses of college, or perhaps, they are financing
their education without parental help.
The work-study program, which
places students in jobs, has been assisting financially needy students for
many years. This year the program
is expanding and more jobs are available.
"The main problem now is that there
are not enough students to fill the jobs.,"
Mr. Richard Pfaff, financial aids
counselor, noted.
Last spring, work-study funds were
Consequently the
cut by one-third.
positions were to be decreased. The
program is funded by the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare.
However, additional money was received from the federal government
during the summer. Work-study will
have $1 1/2 million to spend for this
fiscal year.
Through work-study, contracts are
drawn with various agencies to provide jobs for students. Contracts can
only be made with non-profit agencies

such as city and county government
services, school districts, hospitals
and social organizations.
Currently jobs are provided by 65
off-campus agencies as well as some
college enterprises. This includes the
dorms, parking, Associated Students
and the College Union.
Also, funds are allocated to Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vice president.
These monies are distributed
to the various departments to use for
student jobs.
Jobs range from tutoring and a r ranging school recreation programs to
clerical work. "We try to place students in a situation compatible with
their desires and educational goals,"
Pfaff emphasized.
If a non-profit agency has a workstudy student, the federal government
pays 80 per cent of the student employee’s salary, while 20 per cent
is paid for by the employer.
Salary guidelines are set at $1.80
to $2.87 per hour. Presently these
are subject to the wage -price freeze.
Preference for work-study is given
to students from lower- income homes.
However, any student who is financial-

ly needy is eligible.
To qualify, each student must be
cleared first by a financial aids
counselor, and must carry 12 units as
an undergraduate or nine units as
a graduate student. Unless the student
is financially independent, his parents
must submit an income statement.
Determining financial independence
is where the problems begin, according to Pfaff. The federal government
does not consider a student "independent" if his parents still claim him
as a deduction on their federal income tax.
Yet many students maintain their own
residence, and pay all expenses including college, clothing, medical and
insurance.
In these cases, students
can obtain a waiver of parental support agreeing not to claim him as a
tax deduction in the future.
Straight income of parents is not
the only factor in qualifying for work stinky. Mr. Pfaff pointed out there are
extenuating circumstances which limit
the assistance that parents can give.
For instance, sickness, a large debt,
or other children in college. Counselors do take these things into ac count."
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Editor’s Notes
by Pam Strandberg

EOP financial crisis
In this period of financial crisis,
appeals for donations have begun
espeto rebound off deaf ears
cially those ears of financially burdened college students.
However, we are asking that one
being made here
such appeal
get a fair hearing. It is
this week
a plea from the Black and Chicano
Educational Opportunity Programs
(EOP) for a dollar donation to help
them in this time of monetary need.
The EOP programs are designed
to help minority students, who
don’t meet the normal entrance
requirements, attend school. They
are helped through summer orientation sessions and are provided
tutors during the school year.
They also receive financial aid
according to their respective
needs.
The Black EOP program will include approximately 750-800 students this year. The Chicano program size is unknown as yet.
Each student is asked to make
the donation when turning in his
registration packet today and
tomorrow.
The federal government matches

the money raised almost four -to one.
The cause is a worthy one.
According to Dean of Students
Robert Martin and Black EOP head
S. T. Saffold, the funds are used almost entirely for work-study grants.
They go to student tutors and recruiters active in the two EOP programs here.
For the Black EOP, that means 40
tutors and some 15 recruiters. A
similar number are involved in the
Chicano EOP. The tutors are SJS
students who have "made it" academically through the program and
are now helping newcomers in
their studies. Funds also go to students who spend long hours in the
community recruiting prospects for
the EOP here or even other campuses.
These tutors and recruiters use
the work-study funds to help
finance themselves through their
final years here.
Last semester, only $1,700 was
raised from the 23,000 SJS
students. We hope the plea will be
heard and the response will be
more generous this semester.

should form strong collective bargaining groups that can bargain
effectively with the state.
So why shouldn’t the professors
strike now?
First, the professors are not well
enough organized. State college
professors belong to numerous professors’ groups, but none is organized enough to pull off effective bargaining or a strike.

The SJS chapter of the United
Professors of California (UPC)
wisely decided not to support the
proposed statewide UPC strike.
Certainly the professors have a
legitimate gripe. Gov. Reagan
denied them sorely needed cost -ofliving pay raises for the past two
years.
My position taken two semesters
ago has not changed; professors

Student fees examined
Student fees are once again
under scrutiny. Consider the following:
trustees have
State college
asked for a list of all campus speakers paid more Idn $
Hayward State is involved in a
court battle to determine the real
governing body for student fees.
At Sonoma State, students
voted to abolish the $10 fee.
In the state senate, a vote will
soon take place on a bill which
would empower the trustees to
charge a $15 student fee on any
college without a student government for "instructionally related
programs."
The Daily has investigated the
use of student fees at SJS, and
found that there is a general sup -

port and need forthem.
As well as guest speakers and
concerts which run between $1000
- $1500, the fee also supports the
Experimental College ($3800),
work study ($5500), Spartan Daily
($40,000),
women’s
sports
sports
($9,400)
and
men’s
(S121,400).
The Daily believes that these and
others are worthwi le programs
which should remain supported by
students, and above all administered by students.
This is the important point. If students are to be taxed to support socalled student programs, then they
(students) should have a large role
in determining how the tax is spent.
This role will be taken over by the
trustees if SJS students decide to
vote out student fees.

And the revolutionaries cry "Right On"!

To the right
by Martha O’Connell

Letters to the editor

Foreign students problem
Tuition
A few days ago, foreign students
had a meeting to discuss a tuition
problem at New Wineskin. Since
the Board of Trustees of California
state colleges raised the foreign
students’ tuition without the proper
consideration, most foreign students have met a serious financial
problem, because there has been
an enormous alteration related to
the foreign students’ budgetary
plans before they left their homelands.
Since last year foreign students
have tried to ask their American
friends to write letters to their legislature on this matter. I, also, am
one who asked my American
friends to do so who have been
influential in their communities.
The following letter is the one I
sent. Here I address it to "Whom
may be interested."
To whom may be interested:
I do greatly appreciate you for
your sincere concerns with the
matter not related to your own
benefit. Your effort has shown that
you are not only a citizen of the
United States of America where
your citizenship belongs, but a citizen of the world. It also proves that
your sincerity is a true sense of
serving humanity.
In compliance with your request
of information on foreign student’s
Editor’s note: All student and faculty
members are encouraged to express
their views on any subject in the letters
to the editor section of the editorial
page. Letters may be mailed or brought
to the Spartan Daily office, JC 208, and
must be 250 words or less, typewritten
and double-spaced. Name and activity
or faculty card number must be included, and all letters must be signed.
Non -students and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone
number and title or position. The
Spartan Daily will not print letters which
are libelous or in poor taste. The editor
reserves the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations and to
cease publication of letters dealing with
subjects he believes have been
exhausted.

tuition increase for 1971-72 fiscal
year, I am happily sending you a list
of the persons involved with the
matters to whom you could write
letters.
According to Gov. Reagan’s proposed budget for California State
colleges for 1971-72 fiscal year,
the Board of Trustees raised the
foreign student’s tuition without
any consideration. This will cause
the eventual elimination of foreign
students at California State
colleges.
Because the continuing students
will not be able to support themselves in deference of costs to their
planned budgets, and when a new
student initiates his academic plan
in his homeland, he would rather
go to the school titled as university.
Of course, I or other foreign students are not asking that the United
States of America owes to our
education. But young people came
here to get an education with ambitions. Whether their ambitions are
selfish oriented or not, any way
they will serve to a society where
they belong upon the termination of
their studies. In this respect, it will
be a tragic loss of human civilization if young people go into darkness because of the few people’s
political greediness.
Even though i or other foreign
students haven’t any legal right to
ask for beneficial privileges to
American society as long as our citizenship belongs to the foreign
countries, morally I just ask American people’s conscientiousness in
these matters.
Your effort will be appreciated,
and I express my faithful appreciation to you on behalf of all
foreign students at California state
colleges.
Hui Kun Kim

The Intercollegiate Studies Institute held its annual summer school
at Stanford in August. For five days,
young conservatives from such
varied states as Texas, Hawaii and
Ohio were offered the opportunity
to learn from top conservative professors.
The general subject is changed
each year, but the fields of economics, philosophy, literature, and
foriegn policy are always represented.
This year, Dr. Patrick Boarman
served as the resident economist. It
was due to his influence that my
thinking in regard to capitalism,
welfare, and technological "progress" was crystallized.
Dr. Boarman is an exponent of
the theories of Wilhelm Ropke with
whom he worked for many years,
first as student and then as colleague. Ropke, although one of
Europe’s leading economists, is too
often overlooked in the United
States.
Unlike most conservative economists, neither Ropke nor Boarman
worships laissez faire capitalism or
equates increase productivity with
"progress." To quote Ropke, from
his book A Humane Economy, "The
modern world of concrete, gasoline, and advertising is peculiarly
apt to deprive our souls of certain
indispensable vitamins Edmund
Burke’s unbought graces of life
and it does so in the name of a technological and social rationalism
which has no use for anything that
just happens by itself or that is not
planned ... and whose effects defy
measurement."
An ever-increasing GNP is not a
self-evident good and productivity
is not to dictate to man. The economy is to be made "to the measure

.,., ,

of man." Capitalism is not sacrosanct.
While Boarman and Ropke
advocate the free market as the
best economic system, they understand that it does not exist in a
vacuum. They comprehend that the
most important things lie beyond
the world of property; that man’s
dignity is not to be based on supply
and demand.
To Ropke, man is above all
"homo religiosus;" man’s worth is
based on his creation in the image
of God. Ethics must limit the play of
the free market. "Self-discipline, a
sense of justice, honesty, fairness,
chivalry, moderation, public spirit,
respect for human dignity, firm ethical norms
all of these are things
which people must possess before
they go to market and compete with
each other. These are the indispensable supports which preserve both
market and competition from
degeneration."
Capitalism must maintain a firm
ethical foundation or it does not
deserve to survive. Part of this
foundation is a system of public
charity, restricted far more than the
present welfare state, but still
present.
To place "freedom from government intervention" above the need
of a hungry child is morally reprehensible. Freedom then becomes
merely the ability of the strongest
to survive.
Dr. Boarman has done young conservatives a great service by
showing that capitalism and
humanism are partners, not adversaries. For this I am grateful.
(The taped series of Dr. Boarman’s lectures are available from
SJS Committee for Honorable Conservatism).

Pam Strandberg
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"When the press is free

editorial hoard

WANTED
The Spartan Daily is seeking
an editorial cartoonist.
Those
interested should submit samples
of their work to Ben Reed in JC
208.

and every man able to
read, all is safe."
Thomas Jefferson
Vol. 59

No 5

Pam Strandberg
Bob Pellerin
Barbara Evans
Joyce Krieg
Ben Reed

In these bad economic times, an
effective strike would have to be
supported by a large percentage of
professors. If the professors didn’t
strike in masses, they probably
would be replaced by legions of unemployed teachers. Daly City had
no difficulty in replacing its striking
teachers.
UPC in particular could not
produce an effective strike. Only
2,500 out of the thousands of state
college professors belong to that
group.
Instead of effecting a half-baked
strike that could only end in a
fiasco, the various professors’
organizations should work together
to produce a strong group that could
bargain effectively with the state.
My advocacy of a strong professors’ union was not reached
lightly. Modern unions hold excessive power that can cripple a
country, and such power is abhorrent. Yet most of these unions
were founded because management abused the excess power it
held.
The present attacks on the state
college and university systems is a
classic example of how strong
unions are formed. The governor,
the trustees, and the chancellor
have committed evils that no rightthinking professor or administrator
could tolerate.
The issue of faculty salaries is
only the tip of the iceberg. Gov. Reagan’s budget cuts have devastated
the whole state college system. The
state colleges and the University of
California no longer hold the same
prestige held a few years ago.
Also, the chancellor and trustees
have over -stepped their bounds
and have intruded into decision making areas that should be left to
the individual campuses. For
example, the state Department of
Finance makes educational decisions such as how large classes
should be. The colleges are told
they may have fewer teachers yet
must accept more students.
Perhaps one of the most serious
injustices imposed on the campuses have been in the area of personnel cases. Chancellor Dumke
has stepped in and fired professors
such as Dr. Jack Kurzweil and Dr.
Eldred Rutherford for political
reasons.
Even worse, the chancellor and
trustees have imposed intolerable
grievance and disciplinary procedures that give the chancellor
final say instead of a statewide grievance panel. Many times justice
can only be obtained by appealing
to the courts.
All these issues together are probably grounds for a strike. A strike
over the salaries issue alone, however, would probably cause more
grief, especially to students, than
any possible gain.
Therefore, it is right for professors to think about collective
bargaining, but they should first
organize. After that, the professors . should protest all the inequities which have led to disaster to the whole state college
system, not just the salaries issue.
Finally, if every other avenue fails
to change the inequities in the state
college system, then perhaps striking is the only effective weapon to
counter the great power wielded by
the chancellor, the trustees and
especially the governor.
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News Review

From rectory
to coed dorm

Davis Trial Delayed
Compiled From Associated Press
SAN RAFAEL Black militant Angela Davis trial,
scheduled to begin yesterday. was postponed until
Nov. I.
Noting that motions to move the trial from Mann
county to San Francisco have yet to be heard. Superior Court Judge Richard E. Arnason ordered the delay.
He set Oct. 5 as the date the motions would be heard.
Miss Davis, 27. an avowed Communist charged with
murder, kidnap and conspiracy in the Aug. 7, 1970
shootout at the Mann County Civic Center. was greeted by sustained applause from about 20 supporters as
she entered the courtroom for the hearing.
The defense asked to move the trial to San. Francisco on the basis of a survey they conducted which
lound that "a well-diffused prejudice" existed in
Marin County against the defendant because of her
’class.’’

Ban the can

Banning the can and hobbling the
WASHINGTON
bottle from wilderness areas were among restrictions
being considered by the government yesterday.
According to John R. McGuire, associate chief of
the U.S. Forest Service, the plan for curbing the garbage fallout in the wilderness areas is merely in the.
experimental stage. However, he stated the need for
such bans will be necessary to prevent future spoilage.
of the areas.
Although McGuire said that the Forest Service has
no plans now to apply proposed can and bottle restrictions on a nationwide scale, regional attempts in
Minnescia rcquiring visitors to obtain permits and not
to take containers into the Boundary Waters Canoe
Area has met with 95 per cent compliance.

British Week
It \ CORN’ FARLEY
Daily Feature W riter
England and America,
it is said, are two countries divided by a common language.
Elevators are lifts, parkas
are anoraks, jockey
shorts are small clothes
and a bobbie pin is a kirby grip in ruddy barmy
blighty Blimey. Communication is rendered
difficult.
Maybe, like Mark
Twain, you suspect that if
you kick an Englishman
in the shins he would stop
making those ridiculous
noises at once. You can
find out in San Francisco
next week when the 12th
annual British Week celebration begins.
Pipet.:, dancers, a human anvil, a bunch of
people who throw telephone poles and a real
half-timbered English
Inn will provide cheer
beer and atmosphere for
downtown crowds from
October 1-9 in what promises to be the best British
Week ever.
The Human Anvil is
Graham Brown, who bills
himself as "The Scottish
Hercules". Brown places
a 120-pound boulder on his
chest and allows an onlooker to split it with a
sledge hammer. He really does. The act is part of
McVitie’s
Highland
Games, to perform Saturday and Sunday, at the
Polo Grounds in Golden
Gate Park.
The Games include
such authentic Scottish
entertainment as the
hammer throw, where
competitors throw a 56pound hammer for distance, and the caber toss
which involves hurling a
log 18 feet long and weighing over a hundred
pounds.
If you tire of such pantywaist pastimes, wander over to Union Street
to the Golden Hind for a

pint of bitter. The Hind is
a prefabricatedbut reapub,
listicEnglish
complete with thatched
roof and swinging sign,
that will dispense British
brews at, unfortunately,
American prices.
Other entertainment
will include a cricket
match, drum -and-fife
Corps,’ bagpipers, and
several displays depicting English life.

By MINGO MAZZEI
Daily Feature Writer

MARK SCHUMACHER
Former parish priest Mark
Schumacher anxious ly pur-

sues a new life as resident
advisor and student at SJS.

Foreign students
fight tuition hike
Attorney Richard Such
strongly urged all SJS foreign students to fight the
tuition boost during a foreign students’ meeting
Thursday night at the Intercultural Center.
The $600-a-year tuition
for foreign students was
raised to $1100 a year
July 14 at the Board of
Trustees meeting.
In protest the foreign
students went to court.
In a suit filed by San Jose
the
Such,
attorney
students claim the tuition
resolution
a
violates
hike
made by the trustees
Nov. 24, 1970.
It provides that the
rate of tuition for foreign
students would remain at

Daily holding
lost keys
Two house keys were found Saturday morning at
South 12th and East San Antonio streets by an SJS
coed.
The keys were tied together with yellow yarn and
two safety pins.
The Spartan Daily is now holding the keys until the
owner is found. Call extension 2383 and ask for Joyce.
You must describe the charm on the key chain in
order to claim the keys.

Ed school aids
career planning
Education students and Career Planning and
faculty will now be able Placement Center.
to talk with a staff memA staff member will be
ber from the education in ED 222 from 2 until 4
section of Career Plan- p.m. on Tuesdays and
ning and Placement Wednesdays to discuss
Center about a career teachers supply and dein teaching and school mand, how to establish a
administration.
confidential placement
The service will will be file and the employment
available throughout the process.
school year as part of the
School of Education Advisement Center, anDr.
E.W.
nounced
Clements. Director of

$600 per academic year
per full-time student for
all academic terms commencing prior to the 197475 year, on condition that:
I. He is enrolled in a
California State College
during the fall term of the
1970-71 college year, or
has been accepted for admission on or before Nov.
24,1970.
2. He remains in continuous attendance as a fulltime student at a California state college;
3. He has not been awarded a baccalaureate
degree or graduate degree from a California
state college subsequent
to the commencement of
the fall term of the 1970-71
academic year.
Such said at the meeting that it was illegal and
unfair that the Board of
Trustees should break
their agreement,
especially since many
students depended on a
stable tuition rate.
"They haven’t played
fair raising tuition at the
last minute," Such contended.
"We were completely
let
down,"
Abbas
Akhlaghi of Iran agreed.
"We trusted them, but
they broke their promise
Our only alternative was
to go to court."
’And I lost money relying on their contract’:
another Iranian student
complained. "I belw
everything on my trip
back to Persia during
summer but when I came
back here I found out that
I have to pay $500 more a
year for tuition:’
Dr. Phillip Persky, for
men foreign student adviser said the Board ol
Trustees was forced to
raise tuition for foreign
students to balance the
$1.5 million shortage in
the college budget.
"But that’s not fair for
us" complained one stu
dent.
"We’re not talking
about what’s fair and un
fair, but what’s legally

David Crosby
Gralbalt1 Nash

Aggrese_-

1

Zip

_ Class of 19

The
lege is offering the following courses:
Course Time Room
Co-op
(housing,
food)
2: 00 T ED 238
Begin.
Astrology
7:30W CH 162
NonShorty Grace
vioColBaptist
lence
tins
. Church
Prin.
of Human 7: 00 W
KOREAN
TAE

1

HILTON HOTELS.

Judee Sill
Sunday Oct.17 8pm
Flint Center
DeAnza College
om
UM ir git "lAt

a’S)

Board seeks
11 members
The A.S. Program proved by A.S. council beBoard, which organizes fore the board can funcand promotes entertain- tion.
ment events on campus, $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
is taking applications for
ECONDITIONED3
the 11 student seats on
the board.
Students can apply for :DESKS $25.00
the posts at the A.S. office on the third level of
BOOK CASES
the College Union. The
only qualifications for the
positions are a 2.0 overall
grade point average and
a class load of at least six
units.
2 10 E. Santa Clara r.:1
The Program Board
choices must be ap-

r,

$10.00

tz’A SPELLINGS

$55$55555s$5555$55$5555

PRESENTS
The Biggest &Best

Spaghetti Feed
In Town
$1.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT EVERY
TUESDAY FROM 6-9
Spaghetti -- Garlic Bread & Salad
With This Copon
BUY ONE AND GET ONE FREE
111111

FIRST ST.

SAN JOSE 293-9316

idigiq/.07-6-

JUDO

AIKIDO

KARATE

feel students in the dorm
will he uneasy about having an ex-priest as their
head resident, but he
does think that when a
priest changes occupations "it is always harder
on others than it is for
that particular individual, but I don’t anticipate any major problems this year."

KWON DO
rROUR OR PRIVATE r,R
MEN WOMEN HILDREPI
MON SAT
,0 A M TO 10 PM
INSTRUCTOR
DANN CHM DIN DEGREE lists SW
WIC CHM CM 0E0E1 IlACK II(LT

275-1533
KWON 0

444 E SANTA CLAFIA

SAN JOSE

PARKING LOT SALE
TENNIS
SKI
CAMPING
STARTS: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
SUN.. OCT. 3rd ONLY
Sizes 185, 195, 200 205, 213
HEAD SKIS
( 58 prs.) 606 Reg. $1 6 5
$0999
Sale *1
( 52 prs.) 660 Reg. 5175

Sale $99"

OTHER VALUES
SKI PANTS
SKI SWEATERS
DOWN PANTS
DOWN SHIRTS
SKI POLES and RACKS

Name

State_

classes
New
Experimental Col-

(8 prs.) LANG STD. BOOTS
Sale $59"
184 prs I NORD1CA BUCKLE BOOTS
Reg. to $100
Sale 519.00 to 549.99

,
, , 1r
a break, with special reduced
rates in Hilton Hotels from Boston to Honolulu.
(Faculty and graduate school students get a dis
count too.)
Let us send you a pamphlet listing the Hilton
Hotels and Inns that offer special student rates. Also
a Hilton Student Identification Card to use when
ever you register.
Mail this coupon to Hilton Hotels Corporation,
Travel Department, National Sales Division, 9880
Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, California 911210.
We want to make it easy for you to come visit
the Hiltons.](

College__

possible and impossible," Dr. Persky Pxplained.
Besides encouraging
all foreign students to
unite and support the
cause, Such suggested
they write the State
Senate and Assembly and
their ambassador in
Washington, D.C.
Due to this hearing payment of tuition for foreign students has been
deferred to Oct. 12 but the
$82 student body fees will
still be due by 8 p.m. Wednesday.

FISCHER SKIS
12 prs.) Combi Reg. $160
(2 prs./ Alu Reg. $160
(2 prs.) Super Glass Reg. S185

Student
discount

City

Can a former Roman
Catholic priest from Wisconsin find happiness
living in what was once
the only coed dorm at
SJS?
Schumacher,
Mark
newly appointed head
resident at Allen Hall is
confident he can.
Schumacher came to
Allen Hall and SJS fresh
from the ministry having
served as a parish priest
for the past 13 years. He
is currently working
toward his master’s degree in counseling in
absentia from Wisconsin
State University.
The transition from
clergy to laity hasn’t
been as drastic as one
might think, Schumacher
explained, because during his last year in the
ministry he served as
Newman Club chaplain
State
at
Wisconsin
University and attended
classes at that institution.
Schumacher decided to
leave the clergy this
summer for personal reasons. He applied for
education jobs at several
California colleges and
received a job offer from
SJS.
Schumacher finds that
life on a California
is
campus
college
"different, but not that
different" from Wiscon
sin campuses. He feels
however, that he has not
had enough exposure to
western living to make.
an adequate distinction
between the two life.
styles.
One of the biggest
differences that he has
felt already is the in
termingling of different
ethnic groups in California.
"In Green Bay, (his
hometown), everything
was totally white," re
marked Schumacher
"and it is strange to hear
people speaking foreign
languages."
Still very unsettled

about his
I uture Schumacher is
toward
aiming
doctorate in counseling.
is
he
present
At
concerned with learning
how to run the dorm
switchboard and getting
to know the students who
live with him in Allen
Hall.
Schumacher doesn’t

CAMPING SALE & TENNIS SALE
Wilson & Penn. Tennis Balls
Top of the Line)
Sale Dozen $6"
See large Fri. ad for many more Sale Bargains
in the Palo Alto Times
Redwood City Tribune
Stanford Daily

This little slips-tick
could increase your
typing speed
by two or three days.
Students will be elated over a completely new
-way to correct typing errors: Liquid Paper’sfi new
dispenser, slipstick.
When you’re typing the big one, the 30-page
paper you’ve been sweating for weeks, that’s when
mistakes bug you the most. So you slow down.
And the closer you get to the bottom of the page,
the more you clutch up. Mess up now and you’ve
got a whole page to retype.
When you’ve got a slipstick handy, you don’t
worry about mistakes. One easy touch releases a
special fluid that buries the mistake and leaves a
clean new surface like the paper itself.
So you type relaxed. And make fewer mistakes.
On the big assignments, Liquid Paper’s new slipstick could put you days ahead.
ASK FOR LIOUID PAPER SLIPSTICK AT YOUR
BOOKSTORE OR ORDER DIRECT WITH THIS COUPON.
Liquid Paper Corporalion
Dept. CS
9130 Markville Drive
Dallas, Texas 75231
Please send me-L,avid Paper siipsiicks @ ft 20 ea

STANFORD

SPORT

SHOP

at Palo Alto,

can be reached

fro,. Bayshore and Highway 2801 We Are two stop lights
either Page Mill Road
North on El Camino Real

from

from 280)

or Oregon Expressway

(front 8ayshore High.

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Total aml enclosed
(Texas residents. add 44h% stale and local sale. lax I

STANFORD SPORT SHOP
2080 El Camino Real

Palo Alto

Liquid Paper Corporation

FBM

Operation SHARE

IIntramurais
Tomorrow is the deadline for sign-ups for intramural football teams in
the fall intramural program.
Tomorrow will also be
a very important captain’s meeting in room
201 of the men’s gym at
2:30 p.m. At that time, all
rules will be gone over
with the respective captains of each team.
each
Additionally.
team must pay a $10 for

Tutors help

felt fee to cover any
games the team forfeits.
That fee is payable at the
Student Affairs Business
Office in the College
Union.
Football league play begins Oct. 4.
Dan Unruh, head of the
intramural program, has
also requested that all
people interested in being
a football referee, should
come down to the intramural office in room 121
of the men’s gym.
The games are played
Monday through Thursday. starting at 3:45 in
the afternoon, and the
referees are paid $3.50
per game.
Unruh also stated that
there will be a referee
A Lincoln High School senior,
meeting at 3:30 tomorrow afternoon, also in also a member of the Operation
room 201 of the men’s Share Program at SJS, supervises a hot dog lunch at the angym.

By JOYCE
McCALLISTER
Daily Feature Writer

"The first child I tutored was from a low-income Chicano family.
She had about five brothers and sisters, her mother was only 23 and
there was no father. It
was a very relevant experience for me."
Sue, a student at SJS,
has been involved with
operation SHARE for two
years, and through this
Big Brother-type protutor is also requirnual Operation Share picnic last gram. has tutored three edThe
to meet with the
children who are classMay. The program emphasizes a ified as "under-ach- child’s teacher every
relationship of friendship be - ievers."
month to report the posi"The second girl I was tive things about the relatween the tutor and the child.
involved with was a fos- tionship. This helps the
ter child who had been teacher become aware of
placed with a wealthy
family in the Almaden
area (South San Jose)".
Tutoring Program has said Sue. "She had a
mary Goodenough.
The groups visits now been operating for motor perception promen and women in jail, six consecutive school blem with her reading.
organizes Christmas years. The goal of the She would read words
parties in the Jail Farm tutoring program is not backwards and couldn’t
TODAY
and arrange tutoring simply "to raise even write the whole alphSAM orientation meetabet
she
was
in
second
grades, but getting kids
programs and day
ing, 7 p.m., C.U. Umunenthusiastic and moti- grade."
camps for children of
hum
"She was really sharp,
people in jail.
vated in school work"
but she had been put into
SPARTAN SPEARS, 5
The Friends Outside said Webster.
a ’slow’ class with men- p.m.. MacQuarrie Quad.
tally retarded children.
SPARTAN SHIELDS,
Her problem was partly
6:30 p.m., C.U. Pacheco.
psychological so it could
First meeting. Alt membe partially corrected,"
bers please attend.
Sue added.
P.R.S.S.A. meeting, 7:30
SHARE’s philosophy
p.m., C.C. Pacifica.
about academic tutoring
DINNER GATHERING
is based on friendship
of Chinese Cultural Club,
History
Psy. x125 - GROUP and the relationship between the tutor and the
DYNAMICS (3); $57
Hist. x149B - RUSSIAN
ALL THE SPAGHETTI
CIVILIZATION (3); $57
Psy. x145 - VIOLENCE child.
"I never sat down with
AND AGGRESSION (3);
YOU
CAN EAT -$1.00
Hist. x196 - HISTORY
school books unless the
$57
OF ETHNIC MINOR(includes garlic bread)
kids wanted me to," Sue
ITIES IN THE AMERPsy. x154 - SOCIAL said. "I always tried to
RI Si BEE
ICAN WEST (3); $57
PSYCHOLOGY (3); $57
do really fun things, like
liEs I t H\Tk
going to the San FranIndustrial Studies
Sociology
72 E. Salta Clara St.
I.S. x135A - IACP
Soc. x171 - PERSONALWORLD OF CONSTRUCITY AND AMERICAN
TION (2): $38
SOCIAL STRUCTURE
ONI 11:1.%1T PHOTO POSTERS
(3); $57
Music
Soc.
x196
YOUTH
AND
From your prints or photos...
Mus. x171 - BEGINTHE CRISIS CULTURE
NING / INTERMEDor
% ell take your photo frei.!
(3); $57
IATE
RECORDER:
ELIZABETHAN
(1);
Most classes meet once
$24.75
a week,
during the
Mus. x188 - GUITAR
evening. For further
3407 El Camino Real
FOR THE ELEMENinformation, please conTARY
TEACHER:
East
of Laurence Expuy.
tact
Extension Services.
BEGINNING (1); $24.75
217’77t7
Santa tiara
on 5th street in front of
Mus. x188.1 - GUITAR
Duncan Hall.
FOR THE ELEMENTARY
TEACHER:
INTERMEDIATE (1):
$24.75
Natural Science
Nat. Sci. x129 - PRINLARGEST SELECTION of current,
FOR RENTI I, 2, & 3 bdrm Apt
ANNOUNCEMENTS III
CIPLES OF OCEANused paperbacks, records and books.
vaw carpets. AEK se/pool $115, $150,
1/2 price. Cluelitv books & records
$180 p/mo
Centrally located 3
OGRAPHY (2); $38
purchased.
Top prices paid -cash
SHAKLEE
miles from campus lust off Almaden
or trade
Ecologically Sound,
Lots of science fiction,
Nat. Sci. x145F - NATExpry. 2445 Rinconada Dr Mgr Apt
Home Cl
supplementals,
classics.
RECYCLE
. Basic H. Basic L. etc.
II, No children or pets Unfurnished
URAL HISTORY OF
186 So 2nd St. 296-6275
Natural Food Supplements:
Call before 9 PM 266-1613 Quiet
CALIFORNIA:
THE
Cocos Instant Protein, etc.
area, conducive for studious indivi
We speciiili. in
HASSEL/LAD- Ne w in box, 1971 moSANTA CLARA VALduals
NON -COMPANY PROPAGANDA
del 8,595 -Nikon 135 MM, lensie50MMLEY (2); $38
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
lots more Call 156-568I
SPACIOUS 2 bedrooms/2 bath New
466 South 5th 10 --Ph 297-31166
shag carpeting Under new menegeNat. Sci. x150.2 - MAR- John
& Mary Rhoades. Supervisors
66 Datsun 1600 "ROADSTER", Gd.
mint. Palace Apt 148 E Williams
INE LABORATORY MECoed New battery. convert. Top, &
St
radiator
$800 or best offer. Cell
THODS FOR SCIENCE
REJECTS & SECONDS
299-6215
DUPLEX: Pertly turn. Girls or marEnvironmental Designs
TEACHERS (2); $38
ried couple, $125 p/rrio 540 So. 9111
Lamp Manufacturer
HART SNOW SKIS w/step in bindings,
Cell 293-9617 or 399-5343.
1809 Old County Rd Belmont
Physical Education
also Koflach buckle boots Best of
Open Sunday
ler 297 609
Girl to share 3 bdrm house w/pool
P.E. x142.2 - ALL
fireplace $100 pinto 266-1065 WilPISCEAN WATERBEDS-1850 W San
SPORTS CONDITION- Carlos
HILF VrANTH 4
lowglen area
294-1455 Just West of the
ING (2): $38
Gap
King-Oueen 124, Twin S18,
FANTASTIC PART TIME EARNINGS.
Safety Liner: $2, Fran., $14
10
WANTED for
very
P.E. x190.6 - GYMNAS- year guarani. on all beds Also Enroll friends & neighbors in EPIC. ROOMMATE
"pert -time person" Interesting arrangement
Maturity desired $65
TICS FOR ELEMEN- Water Soles, modern furniture, lapis- Male- -Female Salary or Comm
Ask about our NRO policy.
Mr. Ott. 263-4441
per/mo
Patti, 275-0222 or 738TARY SCHOOLS, K-8 tries
294-1455.
1558 6 Mks to SJS
(2); $38
MINT MANAGER- Married
couple prefer both students. Salary
Female Roommate Needed for 1 bdrm
FLICKS"The R levers", 7$
P.E. x198 - THE FRIDAY
plus 2 bedroom met, 3 bleicks from
Apt Senior or Grad Student Very
10 P M Morris Daily Aud.
50C
SA 4705. Ilth Si. 297-3803.
Call 296 4543
close to campus.
GOLDEN
AGE
OF admission
After 6 P M
BASEBALL, 1900-1940
$3.00 PER HOUR
NEED A LIFT? JOIN SKI CLUB
Part & Full time. Hours flexible
(2); $38
NEED TWO CONSIDERATE Climate)
First meeting Thur.,. Sept. 30, StuFULLER BRUSH CO. 264-0699
roommates for an apt within walking
dent Union Ballroom. 7 El P.M
Political Science
distance from 515. Water A garb..
Fre, parking stall, completely
POSITION
Apaid
MANAGEMENT
TOP
NOW OPEN
Pol. Sci. x196 - AMERI- NOTICE:
turn. Kitchen utensils already supvailable on Part-time basis.
THE POTTERS PLACE 76 E. San
CAN POLITICAL IN- Fernando Everything in ceramics & Income. Call Robert Hall, 254 -VI, plied. Only $60 p/rno 641 S Ilth&
St. or call 292-5037 or 293-6112
STITUTIONS IN A TIME more Phone 296-3113 Low Prices after 7 p.m.
leave message
Greet Service
TELEPHONE GIRLS WANTED for
OF CRISIS (3); $57
Real Estate Cu. No selling, 5250 NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER? Join IEEE
9 30 P M
M F
per hour 5.30
Psychology
large 3 bdrm house
bedroom in
now
Talks, tours,
videoCall after 3 247 5221 in Santa Clara
Call
on So 14th St NO per no
Join this week in Engineering
Psy. x115 - STATISTICS tapes
294-3432 around SF m.
lobby
FOR THE BEHAV- BALLET NOM Beginning ballet
1 Male "straight" student to share
class
Sat 9-10 AM Phone Mr
IORAL SCIENCES (3);
a large room in pry’ home No
Lawrence Quell at 136-9254 (Studio/
FREE ROOM S BOARD for girl over
$57
drinking Near SJS 297-6079
or 296-9902 thane)
10 years old on a companion to in-

A helping hand

Friends Outside ask aid
Men behind bars can
rest assured that outside "there is community concern for them and
their families."
This was emphasized
Webster
by Tic
spokesman for the
Friends Outside of Santa Clara County, con-

cerning his drive for
volunteers for the
Friends outside recently at SJS.
Friends Outside, a
service organization
that works with men
and women in jail and
their families was
founded in 1956 by Rose-

cisco Zoo. I’ve found that
all kids enjoy doing art
things, too, probably because their teachers in
school never take the
time. It’s too messy or
something."
are
children
The
recommended to SHARE
by their teachers and the
pick children
tutors
from recommendation
cards. The tutors are
then committed to work
with "their" children two
hours every week for four
months.

Sparta

Extension classes open
Tues. 3:40

- 8:50

CELEBRATION
AT BUISIII

Sonsish

OPEN
coxon oc Luxe

[r

Tues. - 2:00 - 7:10
iffit*Itntitntritntlettrfr

STARTS WED.
"THE BABY
MAKER AND
"THE
GRASSHOPPER"
EVERYDAY
- NIGHT
GEN. ADMISSION
50C
***Orstrerer*OnfrOnt

T.V.’s

ON-CAMPUS
EXTENSION CLASSES
STILL OPEN
Administration
of Justice
A.J. x142 - CRIME
PREVENTION (3 units):
Fee $57
Art
Art x100 - PLASTIC AS
AN ART FORM (3); $57
Art x115.4 - SPINNING
AND DYEING WORKSHOP (2); $38
Art x115.5 - CARD
WEAVING (2): $38
Art x122.9 - BASIC
CRAFTS:
RELATED
CONSTRUCTION (2); $38
Art x122.10 - BASIC
CRAFTS:
RELATED
CONSTRUCTION (1); $19
Art x196.1 - THE NEW
ART AND THE TEACHER (3): $57
Art 127.1 - CERAMIC

FOR RENT

Special Student Rates
’9.00 PER MONTH
377-2935

10% DISCOUNT
for students and faculty

Fiat
NEW low as

Renault Peugeot
NEW low as

NEW low as

1499.
1799. 2399
)mplete line of used ears
(

I

All makes and models available See the all
new Front- wheel drive R-12
The exciting Fiat 124 Spider Roadster
!lank Financing 5 1/2% Interest Leasing and
Rental Cars Test Drive and New Car
Bank Financing Learning and Rental Car,
Tern! Dr iy e a ny \ e u Car Interest

STAR
MOTOR IMPORTS
375 S. Market
P11. 2864;500

ART OF RAKU (1); $23
Art x196.2 - CRAFT
PROJECTS IN LEATHER AND NAUGAHYDE (2). $38
Biology
Biol. x101 - BIOLOGICAL HISTORY OF MAN
(2). $38
Chemistry
Chem. x196 - HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGICAL
CHEMISTRY (n/e); $57
Chem. x196 - INSTRUMENTATION AND THE
CLINICAL
LABORATORY (2): $38
Drama
Dr. x181.1 - THE FILM:
ART, THEORY, CRITICISM (3); $57
Education
EDCO x115 - PUPIL
CONPERSONNEL
CEPTS AND PROCEDURES (3); $57
EDCO
x148.1
DYNAMICS OF BEHAVIOR (3); $57
EDCO x196 - THE
DRAFT: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
(1); $19
EDEL x158C - AREA
STUDIES IN CURRICULUM: JAPAN AND
HAWAII (3); $57
EDEL x189.1 - WORKSHOP
FOR
INDIVIDUALIZING
INSTRUCTION
AND
LEARNING (1); $19
EDIT x196 - WORKSHOP
IN
VISUAL
LITERACY (2): $38
EDIT x196 - PREPARATION OF MATERIALS
FOR LEARNING CENTERS (3); $57
English
Engl. x6.1 - WRITING
IMPROVEMENT (n/c):
$57
Engl. xI91 - THE SINGING POETS: TROUBADOURS OF YESTERDAY AND TODAY (3);
$57
Engl. x196 - LITERATURE ON FILM (3):
$57

2 X 3 FEET - 45

SOCIalS.

Aebert

ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER & TIM RICE’S

JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR
%IN
ft
CONCEPT PRE SI

A

ON

b
OF

THE ROCK OPERA

(,1 I

Ku \

)01
62 FORD, Stags
Clean $250 Runs
Call Tim at 275-05% 63 S
0*11
lilt St. Apt. 5

Tr
A
,ROUPE
\.

I)

--DON NIX JEANIE GREENE LONNIE MACK)
) ITIE MIZION (
-I BAND & CHOIR \

912 T(AVN & COI !WRY VILLAGE

246 -116 0

Just present your
staff or ASB card
MOVIE & STILL
Cameras Protectors
Supplies Equipment
DEVELOPING
- PRINTING

5;rm jo4e
Camera 5.hop
245 SOUTH FIRST

Close to
MALE roommate wanted
Reasonable. Apt 06, 325
campus
E William

Admismion
$1.5o

Tickets On Sale:
Student Business Affairs Office College Union

REWARD, Lost red wallet, near $A
Education bldg 377-3080

EXPER , FAST, ACCURATE TYPING
A EDITING. EX -ENGLISH TEACHER
IBMELECTRIC TePEINNITER.
CALL MARY COLE AT 244-2444,
after 5.30 p m
REJECTS & SECONDS
Environmental Designs
Lamp Manufacturer
1903 Old County Rd
Open Sunday

Belmont

FAST ACCURATE, E spr oisncd
typist, can edit
Four miles from
campus
Mrs AsIsnian 259-4I04
No driver reAUTO INSURANCE
fused Low Monthly RIO& Quick Rate
Comparison
low cost rn0 TORC YCL E 1NSUR
ANCE Annual Coverage up to 100cc
$2690. to 126 cc $30, to 175 cc $34,
to 330 cc 139. to 750 cc $54 David
Towle 241-3900
Will Pay for Rides to & ’or from Los
Altos Hills Tu. Wed, Thurs After
noons lany day or all 31 Call late
evenings or weekend 941 3976
-

WRITE YOUR OWN "BUMPER" strip,
I II
print II on weather resistant
vinyl
Slog Additional copies 513C
each
Starr. Box 9295, San Jose,
Calif

FURNISHED 1 and 2 bdrm eels 1/2
blk to SIS Ideal for roommates $155
and $200 per mo 439So 4M 293-3762

FRIDAY FLICKS"The Ri
" 7 &
10 PM Merl,. Daily Aud 500 ad -

’6319 -4 Wire wheels, Radio, Heater
Must sell
Verg good condition
Chuck Dodd
$800 or best offer.
245-1619

IVY HALL -COED Room with kitchen
Single/double Across from mdminis
Clean, quint, .11
tration bldg
managed 294-6472 or 293-5814

NEED ALIFT,JOINSKICLUB FIRST
meeting Thurs Sept 30, StudentUnron
Ballroom 130

ROC/MMATE WANTED: Share 2 bdrm.
turn apt with 2 other girls on N.
3rd call 297-9521.

SPACIOUS I BEDROOM APTS New
shag carpeting Under new management 141 E Williams 293-4578

RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per/mo
free service, no contract

’53 Cutlass %Int Cond Rebuilt Auto
Trans
New brakes & tires $450
Call Gary 259-5400 anytime

FEMALE GRAD, roommate needed
I bdrm turn Het $62 50/mo Cie.
286-9372 Joanne

Janus. 1 saw you go) out
I waited
Call back, you silly woman Brune
948 3594

Mercedes Bent 170 DL,’ WWII Classic
Excellent Condition $1600 Call 2891242

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for
house
Own room
Very close to
SE 266-9026

FREE ROOM AND BOARD for girl
over 18 years old as companion to
individual with speech difficulty Near
campus Call Robert 29823011

GRADUATE STUDENT wants to share
house Inon-smoker) Call morning.
964-569S

2 & 3 bedrooms for rent, turn, carSint condition 470 S. 11%
peting
St 217-7590

FRI. fX1’. ei - 610 P.M.
MEN’S 1:551, SAS JOSE STATE coLLEGE

Refined, Furnished Rooms,Male.K it c hen Privileges. No smok mg or drink mg 293 3098

Female Roommate needed to share
bdrm .1 $62 SO mo Come by 633
So 8th i9

FOR RENT- -3 bdrm. 2 Be Apt
Low rent 399 So 12111 St Mon or
women 291-1607.

A LIVE SHOW OF MUSIC

kflmission
’11.50

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI

WANTED: Rider to Mon night class
from Palo Alto area
I will drive
and pay gas Call 321-1306

MOW

_.....-- And

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
THURSDAY-SEPT. 30th 7 810 P.M.
$6.50 - $5..50 (hi .tia le ,No IC!
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

6 p.m., 382 S. 10th St. New
students welcome.
CAMPUS
AMBASSADORS meeting, 11 a.m., C.U. Costanoan. Bible study. Bring
lunch.
WEDNESDAY
CAMPUS
AMBASSADORS, 11:30
a.m., C.U. Costanoan.
Bible study. Bring lunch.
E.P.T. (Industrial Arts
Honorary) meeting, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.

Extra large 2 bdrm
FOR RENT:
Apt Modern 643 So 9es 294-4749
Quiet atmosphere Fully furnished

FIAT 124 Spyder ’60 red AM/FM new
paint immac cowl low mi $2290
’66 TR4-A IRS BAG rollbar. radio
Kong’s blue streaks wire Exc coed
2934194 orig
36,0020 m,t $1450

Featuring

Cast of 52. including Yvonne Elliman
and others of the original cast album,
full orchestra and choir.
Entire production under supervision of
Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice

Guide

Spartan Daily Classifieds

...withal with speech difficulty. Near
camera. Cell

AND NOW, THE REAL THING!
,019rpT sT,Gvvooci & MCA INC presents

the child’s full potential
and recognize him as
something more than just
a low achiever or "disciplinary problem."
"I’d really recommend
SHARE for anyone going
into education because
when you’re teaching,
you have that whole classroom to worry about and
tend to forget that each
child is a person and has
his own problems," Sue
advised.
An orientation barbecue and picnic for SJS students
interested
in
SHARE will be held Oct.
9 at 10 a.m. in Morris
Daley Auditorium. Leonard Olguin, linguist from
the University of California at Irvine, will be the
featured speaker.

YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first end oldest waterbed store incites you to compare quality, service, and price when buying your
waterbed
C11 us anytime or stop
over any afternoon or evening Just
blocks from 5.15 at 400 Park Ave
corner of Dolmas 296-1263

FURN.
MINT Large 2 bdrm.
1/2 blk to SJS Olt in kitchen &
polio
Girls 451 So 10111 292-1327
11AM -2PM
FREE ROOM & WARD in beautiful Los GMos in each.ge for babysitting, housecleaning. 3564825

Female roommate needed to share
house iv/2 others in Los Gatos own
room. $83 plus idol Phone 354-2750
FRIDAY FLICK "The Rte.’s" 7 IL
10 P M. Morris Daily Aud 50C admission.
LIBERAL MINDED ROOMMATE
WANTED NO/mo plus 1.3 utilities
Near SE with 2 other guys 2119-1706
after S P M
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED -Share
2 bdrm w/2 other guys 180/mo 701
5 895 St 07 Ph 262 2614

I. IN

Need ride from or new P iedmcat
High School to SJS area at 1:40 Call
Rich 211-4165
FLYING SOON?
Your TWA Campus Rep Bruce Free
man can help you make your GE TA
WAY
Fly at 1/3 off with a TWA
YOUTH PASSPORT and take up to
24 months to pay with
free TWA
GETAWAY CARD
Call 217-9861
for info
or 297-1700 for reserve
lions

1

